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Top 
Sales 
Talent 
A new talent 
management 
strategy for CEOs 
and leaders to 
attract and retain 
a pipeline of  
sales virtuosos



‘Nothing happens 
until someone  

sells something.’
Henry Ford, US business magnate.



Performance 
problems
In today’s dynamic and competitive 

marketplace, the revenue, impact and 

success of your organisation are no 

longer determined by what’s sold, how 

fast and at what price, but rather in what 

way it’s sold and to whom. Your customers 

demand bespoke experiences and long-

term relationships. They want value and 

connection. 

As a 2016 Gallup study states: ‘It’s no longer 

enough for companies to view the world from 

their vantage point. They need to see the 

world through the lens of their customers.’

Your salespeople are  
not only the driving force 
behind your growth, but  
the frontline and future  
of your entire organisation.

Their interactions with your customers 

on a day-to-day basis affect your entire 

enterprise value. In a nutshell, your sales 

force is the sum of those interactions. 

Yet according to Steve W. Martin, author  

of Hitting Hard, just 12% of salespeople 

in an organisation are excellent, with 23% 

good, 38% average and 27% poor. 

Unfortunately, 
underperforming salespeople 
are more common than not. 

They create issues because they don’t take 

the time to figure out why they just lost a deal 

or an all-important long-term client. Worse 

yet, they blame this on factors outside their 

control, which creates a culture of conflict 

that can ripple throughout the organisation. 
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Attracting skilled 
resources is no longer just 

the responsibility of HR. 
According to Deloitte’s 2017 Global Human Capital 

Trends report, it is a top concern for business 
leaders as well. It ranked third in issues today. 

More than 83% of executives surveyed across  
140 countries believe talent acquisition is crucial.



A culture  
of conflict 
When you hire the wrong salesperson into 

a role, you risk recruiting a victim. A victim 

continually justifies poor performance or  

lack of performance (does this experience 

sound familiar?). 

Leaders with a team of victims spend their 

time fighting fires because those people don’t 

fit the culture of their organisations. 

The result? They either leave or are  

pushed out!

While many organisations talk about talent 

management, very few address the basic fact 

that, on average, annual sales role turnover 

is as high as 25%. 

According to Harvard Business Review, direct 

replacement costs for a sales employee can 

range from $75,000 to $300,000.
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The fact is, the equivalent 
of your entire sales team 

must be hired and  
trained every four years  
– talk about expensive!
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Sales virtuosos, on the other hand, are 

game changers. They lead from the front, 

constantly coming up with ways to engage 

your clients and create opportunities for your 

organisation. They are creative sellers, which 

in turn creates a creative culture, as shown 

in Figure 1.

From victim  
to virtuoso

Figure 1: From victim to virtuoso
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CONFLICT 

An organisation with victims is an 

organisation with conflict. Leaders are 

constantly pulled down to manage 

performance on a daily basis. You continually 

fight fires and have to come up with 

short-term solutions. Each salesperson is 

protective of his or her own territory, and 

avoids sharing crucial learnings or customer 

data on the CRM system. Adding more 

people to the volatile team fills you with 

apprehension and dread.

CONTROL

To step out of daily conflict, you start to 

establish control by implementing daily 

activity targets. Brandishing a big stick 

imparts some momentum, but without that 

stick there is no self-motivation or ownership 

from the team to achieve results. 

1 2
VIRTUOSO 
Noun

1. A person highly skilled.

2.  A person with specialist 
knowledge or insight.

synonyms: genius,  
expert, master,  
maestro, specialist, 
professional, doyen.
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COLLABORATION

Once you start to hire the right people 

into the right roles, your organisation 

experiences genuine collaboration. The 

‘us’ versus ‘them’ mentality vanishes and 

marketing, finance and operations band 

together with sales to create an outstanding 

and valuable experience for your customers.

CREATIVITY

A virtuoso sales team delivers long-term 

results as well as revenue. They lead 

from the front, creating their own destiny. 

Virtuosos constantly seek ways to engage 

with customers and create valuable 

opportunities for your organisation. This 

filters through the entire business, resulting 

in more profit and more loyal customers. 

4 5
COHESION

As soon as you have a valued team, your 

organisation reaps the rewards of cohesion. 

Forecasting becomes reliable. Customer 

information is shared. The sales division 

sets the tone for the entire supply chain by 

setting clear expectations for their customers 

throughout the entire business.

3
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Recruit  
re-think
Top talent raises the performance of your 

whole organisation. According to the article 

‘Stargazing’ in the Journal of Applied 

Psychology, simply adding a star performer 

can boost the effectiveness of other team 

members by 5 to 15%. 

In addition, a study by Mark Huselid at 

Rutgers University revealed stronger 

financial performance by companies that 

make greater investments in identifying and 

developing top talent.

So your real challenge is:

Where do  
you go fishing?
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High-performing sales people – sales 

virtuosos – do not lurk for jobs on Seek and 

LinkedIn; some of the best don’t even have a 

public profile because they are not interested 

in being hounded by agents or HR execs with 

the ‘ideal opportunity for them’. 

There is no identifiable resource pool for 

finding elite sales performers who will stick 

around, or whom you want to attract, let 

alone retain. 

Today’s market is candidate-driven. The top 

talent are fielding anywhere between three 

to ten job offers at a time. 

So if you want to attract the best, you have 

to be the best. 

You have to overhaul how you 
think, act and approach your 
future sales team.

Sink or  
swim?
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Six stages 
to a sales 
virtuoso
A positive potential employee experience 

is crucial to attract a sales virtuoso. Yet 

according to a study by Future Workplace 

and CareerArc, 60% of job seekers report 

having a poor recruitment experience. 

True sales virtuosos will not settle for anything 

less than the best. Remember they are at the 

forefront of your organisation, treating your 

customers with value and respect – so you 

must treat them in the same way. They will 

not put up with being in that 60%!

They need to experience excellence at 

every touchpoint in your talent management 

process – from initial recruitment to 

placement, onboarding and building their first 

12 months in the job, as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Six stages to attract and retain a sales virtuoso
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STAGE 1  
Client anatomy

Your brand must be both highly visible and 

highly attractive. To spark interest from 

sales virtuosos, you must be able to ‘pull’ 

candidates towards you. 

So before you go externally to the  

market to attract a sales virtuoso, you  

need to deep dive internally. You need  

to understand your own ecosystem and 

begin to build your profile.

All organisations have a culture that 

‘celebrates success, encourages innovation 

and is underpinned by teamwork’. You need 

to go deeper than that. 

What is truly unique about your business? 

Why do people stay and work for you? How 

do you celebrate wins and successes? What 

is your sales environment truly like? This is 

the competitive advantage that is difficult for 

your competitors to copy.

It is important to build this profile from the 

roots up – not from a company brochure 

or just the HR team, but from the actual 

people in the team you are recruiting for. 

You must identify what they are saying and 

thinking in the frontline of your business and 

communicate this to your prospects.

Your employment brand 
must be both highly visible 
and highly attractive because 
sales virtuosos often find you, 
not the reverse.
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Top sales need 
top solutions

Your customers expect you to 

understand them as individuals and 

connect with them in ways that are 

valuable. You know they don’t want 

cookie-cutter marketing emails fired  

off to them. 

Given this, you likely have a strategy 

for your sales team that focuses on the 

future growth of your relationships, as 

well as bottom-line value for both parties. 

You have in place strategies for ongoing, 

two-way interactions and a willingness to 

listen, get personal, and create a shared 

vision for success.

Whatever you expect  
your sales team to deliver  
to your clients and customers, 
is exactly what you need  
to deliver to your potential 
sales team.
Virtuosos want to feel special, feel valued, 

and be delighted. You need to mimic the 

people you want to attract. 

These candidates have a top service 

attitude, so you must too. You will  

have to invest in them over the long  

term with many touchpoints along the 

way to cultivate your relationship.
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As a future 
employer,  
you have to  
court your  
top talent,  
not hunt it. 



STAGE 2  
Candidate acquisition

The first port of call for most organisations 

seeking a new employee is putting up ads 

on Seek and LinkedIn. But as we’ve already 

discussed, sales virtuosos don’t wait for  

you online. 

The key to attracting sales virtuosos is to 

curate your talent pool.

A talent pool is cultivated and nurtured 

on an ongoing basis, continuously, over a 

period of time. For example, at my company, 

prospects have been nurtured since 2004. 

They are virtuosos we may not have placed 

immediately but continue to converse with, 

or they may be in roles within careers we 

are tracking with interest. We reach out 

regularly, share articles of interest with them 

and continue to build relationships that are 

outside of an immediate vacant role.

Virtuosos want to be 
shoulder-tapped by  
someone they know  
and trust, not headhunted  
by someone they don’t.
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STAGE 3  
Candidate excellence

Imagine you have spent over 40 hours 

cultivating your talent pool, engaging the 

cream of the crop, encouraging them to 

apply for your role and ensuring it is top  

of mind despite all the other options they 

have at hand.

They arrive for their first face-to-face 

interview and there is no visitor parking 

or the carpark is full. So they drive up and 

down the street, manage to snag a spot, 

and walk back to an empty reception.  

After 10 minutes past the appointed time, 

you (or whoever is interviewing) arrive 

breathlessly at the reception area, full 

of apologies for your tardiness and then 

search for a meeting room.

Unfortunately, this scenario is all too 

common at this stage of the talent 

management process. You must learn  

to leverage their immediate interest. 

Create a compelling candidate experience 

by putting yourself into their shoes. What 

is unique about your organisation that can 

add richness and interest to the candidate 

experience? Use your work from the first 

stage – client anatomy – to attract and WOW 

your potentials.

Sales virtuosos are the 
forefront of customer 
service (that’s why you 
want them, right?), so treat 
potential employees how  
you want them to treat  
your customers at each  
and every stage.
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STAGE 4  
Candidate placement

Let’s say you have found your sales 

virtuoso, and you want them on board. More 

importantly, they want to come on board. 

At the placement stage, it’s important you talk 

to your future candidate EVERY SINGLE DAY 

until they have signed on the dotted line. 

You must continue to delight and entice them 

because nothing is certain, nothing is locked 

in – and it may take some time until it is. 

Some sales virtuosos will be ready to jump 

quickly into your new role, while others may 

need more enticing. You need to continue to 

invest in this relationship over a long period. 

Every conversation is an opportunity to 

further strengthen your relationship.

Remember, they may not 
accept your role this time,  
but they will still form part  
of your all-important  
sales virtuoso talent pool  
and pipeline.
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STAGE 5  
Candidate onboarding

You have spent approximately $30k and in 

excess of 100 hours hiring this person. Now, 

on the day they arrive their car is not ready, 

their business cards are not printed and their 

laptop is still with IT. 

Sadly, this stage of talent management is 

an opportunity missed by most employers. 

When you fail to deliver your promises from 

this point on, the results will cost you.

All of your good work can come undone 

within the first few days of your new sales 

virtuoso starting. 

Forbes uncovered that one-third of new 

recruits know in the first week whether they 

will stay with their employer over the long 

term, while another third just quit their jobs 

in the first six months. 

Candidates assess future employers from 

the very start of the talent acquisition 

experience, but they continue to assess  

you during the recruiting cycle and well  

after starting their new role. 

You must continue  
to deliver on the  
expectations you  
have set about your 
organisation at every  
stage prior and past this.
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STAGE 6  
Sales excellence

Your new sales virtuoso will make 

continuous assessments about their life 

in your organisation based on how they 

interact with the enterprise and all your 

other employees. Work is an integrated 

experience that includes physical, emotional, 

professional and financial wellbeing. 

Remember, the most defining characteristic 

of a high-performing sales virtuoso is their 

level of intimacy with their customer – they 

help their (your) customers’ success both 

personally and professionally. 

So you need to treat your sales virtuoso 

with the same approach during the first  

12 months of their new job. Recognise  

that the integrated employee experience  

is as valuable and can have as much 

(or more) of an impact as the customer 

experience strategy.

Talent management is not a set-and-forget 

activity. Finding, attracting and retaining 

sales virtuosos is not a one-off recruitment 

drive or process that simply ends when they 

walk in the door. 

The traditional end-of-year appraisal, 

designed in the 1970s, is no longer effective. 

Sales virtuosos want more regular feedback. 

The focus has shifted from talking about 

people to talking with people in open 

conversations. This process needs to be 

agile and continuous over the first year  

of employment.

Whilst it is tempting for 
leaders to set-and-forget 
their sales stars, the more 
light shines on them, the  
more they grow your 
revenue and reputation. 
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Play  
to win

Your most profitable customer accounts 

take years to nurture and grow. The 

same can be said for building your high-

performance sales pipeline. 

The time to engage with 
sales virtuosos is when 
there is no role available.

Reach out and connect with your sales 

virtuosos regularly. Position yourself as 

an employer who cares. By doing so, you 

are more likely to attract a higher number 

of unsolicited candidates expressing 

interest in your company whenever a role 

does arise. 

Attracting the best candidates to your 

business as it grows has a snowball 

effect on your company culture, your 

employees, and ultimately, the quality of 

the work that your company produces. 

A well-planned and executed recruiting 

strategy leads to better hires, increased 

productivity and customer satisfaction.
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When you cultivate sales 
talent for the long term, 
you stand out, build trust, 
create wins, and ultimately 
set the foundations for 
a high-performing and 
profitable organisation.



How I  
can help 
To me, recruitment is all about cultivating 

long-term, mutually beneficial relationships. 

‘Sales for today’ no longer exists. 

The short-term targets, monthly results and 

bums-on-seats mentality of the recruitment 

industry no longer work in today’s candidate-

driven marketplace, especially when it 

comes to sales. (I know because I’ve seen 

and experienced this!) 

That’s why I work closely with my clients  

to ensure every touchpoint with a candidate 

sets both parties up for a long-term mutual win. 

For over 17 years, I have built a talent 

pipeline of sales virtuosos, including 

marketing executives, for the B2B, 

industrial, manufacturing and construction 

sectors. These potential recruits are 

efficient, driven and influential, which 

ensures longevity, performance and return 

on your investment. 

I differ in my approach because I paint a real 

picture of what to expect from both sides, so 

there are no surprises when a new recruit 

starts. The relationship continues not until 

the candidate begins their new job, but for 

the first 12 months of the role too. 

I care about people, not numbers – careers, 

not jobs.

I look forward to hearing how I can help you.

CONTACT ME
0410 538 999 

kara@karaatkinson.com 

karaatkinson.com

WATCH
‘Your next career move’  

A five-part video series for senior executives. 

karaatkinson.com/theshop
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You have permission to post, email, print and 
pass along this white paper for free to anyone 
you like, as long as you make no changes 
or edits to its content or digital format. To 
reproduce the content in any form, electronic 
or otherwise, you must have the permission 
of the author. We reserve the right to publish 
this material in other forms and formats for 
distribution or re-sale.
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